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	Mastering Yii, 9781785882425 (1785882422), Packt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn to work with the key aspects of Yii Framework 2
	
		Explore how to create RESTful APIs with Yii
	
		Incorporate codeception with Yii2 to test your code thoroughly



	Book Description


	The successor of Yii Framework 1.1, Yii2 is a complete rewrite of Yii Framework, one of the most popular PHP 5 frameworks for making modern web applications. The update embraces the best practices and protocols established with newer versions of PHP, while still maintaining the simple, fast, and extendable behavior found in its predecessor.


	This book has been written to enhance your skills and knowledge with Yii Framework 2. Starting with configuration and how to initialize new projects, you'll learn how to configure, manage, and use every aspect of Yii2 from Gii, DAO, Query Builder, Active Record, and migrations, to asset manager. You'll also discover how to automatically test your code using codeception.


	With this book by your side, you'll have all the skills you need to quickly create rich modern web and console applications with Yii2.


	What you will learn

	
		Explore Yii2's conventions and learn how to properly configure Yii2
	
		Create both web and console applications
	
		Reduce development time by learning to create classes automatically with Gii, Yii2's automatic code generation tool
	
		Use Yii2's database migration tool
	
		Manage and access databases with Active Record, DAO, and Query Builder
	
		Handle user authentication and authorization within Yii2
	
		Create RESTful APIs with Yii Framework 2
	
		Test applications automatically with codeception



	About the Author


	Charles R. Portwood II has over 10 years of experience developing modern web applications and is well versed in integrating PHP with native mobile applications. An avid proponent of Yii Framework and open source software, Charles has contributed multiple guides, extensions, and applications to the Yii community. In addition to being a programmer, he is also a Linux system administrator.


	Table of Contents

	
		Composer, Configuration, Classes, and Path Aliases
	
		Console Commands and Applications
	
		Migrations, DAO, and Query Building
	
		Active Record, Models, and Forms
	
		Modules, Widgets, and Helpers
	
		Asset Management
	
		Authenticating and Authorizing Users
	
		Routing, Responses, and Events
	
		RESTful APIs
	
		Testing with Codeception
	
		Internationalization and Localization
	
		Performance and Security
	
		Debugging and Deploying
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Twitterville: How Businesses Can Thrive in the New Global NeighborhoodsPortfolio Hardcover, 2009

	Twitter is the most rapidly adopted communication tool in history, going from zero to ten million users in just over two years. On Twitter, word can spread faster than wildfire. Companies no longer have the option of ignoring the conversation.

	

	Unlike other hot social media spaces, Twitterville is dominated by professionals,...


		

Mastering Vim: Build a software development environment with Vim and NeovimPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Mastering Vim, reviewed by Bram Moolenaar, the creator of Vim, covers usage of Vim and Neovim, showcases relevant plugins, and teaches Vimscript

	
		Key Features

		
			Expert Vim and Vimscript techniques to work with Python and other development environment
	
			Accomplish end-to-end...




		

Effective Computational Methods for Wave Propagation (Numerical Insights)CRC Press, 2008
Due to the increase in computational power and new discoveries in propagation phenomena for linear and nonlinear waves, the area of computational wave propagation has become more significant in recent years. Exploring the latest developments in the field, Effective Computational Methods for Wave Propagation presents several modern,...




	

Instant Migration from Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2 to 2012 How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	A step-by-step guide to installing, configuring, and updating to Windows Server 2012.


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Install and configure Windows Server 2012 and upgrade Active Directory.
	
		Decommission...



		

Professional Android Application Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Android Application Development    

    Offering an open development environment, Android represents an exciting new opportunity to write innovative applications for mobile devices. This book provides you with a hands-on guide to building these applications using the Android software development kit. It...


		

Strategic Planning for Information SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Since the second edition of this book appeared in 1996, we have seen
Information Technology (IT) become an increasingly integral component
of everyone’s working life and personal environment. IT is now
ubiquitous and enables a degree of connectivity that was difficult to
envisage even 10 years ago. The technology has...
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